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Philips GreenPower LED interlighting and HPS lighting

Produce even fruit size
and consistent quality all
year round
“We think this might be the future...
LED toplighting and LED interlighting.”

This lighting solution means we can
produce really tasteful tomatoes even
in December.”

Roly Holt, R & L Holt

Background
R & L Holt is a family-run business dedicated to growing
tomatoes. They grow a variety of tomatoes, including
cherries, cocktail and large tomatoes, all on the vine, as
well as loose classic tomatoes. All crops are grown for
flavor, as supermarket premium ranges. And all are grown
hydroponically using the water-saving nutrient film
technique (NFT). The company currently runs three busy
nurseries – Sandylands Nurseries, Hornsfield Nurseries
and Springhill Nurseries – with a total glasshouse spread
of 22 acres. Here they are keen to grow produce in a
sustainable way by using natural pest control, and are
known for their excellent standards. This is underpinned
by their membership of the British Tomato Growers’
Association.
The challenge
All R & L Holt’s tomatoes are grown in heated glasshouses,
which means that the season can stretch from February until
November. However, there is growing demand from retailers
for the UK tomato season to be extended. Faced with this
challenge, R & L Holt was keen to have a new lighting system

that would allow them to make the season even longer,
enabling them to produce all year round. R & L Holt have
a cogeneration – or combined heat and power (CHP) –
system in place. But with the cost of energy a significant
operating expense, it is important that any new lighting
solution is highly energy-efficient in order to ensure the
maximum return per kW of energy consumed.
The solution
For its Sandylands Nurseries, which covers an area of
8,300 m2, R & L Holt opted for a hybrid lighting system –
a combination of HPS lighting (105 µmol) and Philips
GreenPower LED interlighting (110 µmol), all installed by
Certhon. The HPS lighting supplies heat and light and the
LED modules provide the tomatoes with precisely
controlled and highly efficient interlighting. The use of
Philips GreenPower LED interlighting has major advantages:
all the plants can be lit at the points where they gain most
benefit. Various trials have demonstrated that this enables
much higher and more efficient plant production as the light
provided can be converted more efficiently into sugars, the

building blocks of the plant. R & L Holt is the first UK grower
to cultivate in a greenhouse with a combination of diffuse
glass, LED interlighting, NFT, and fans down the gutter.
Thanks to these technologies it can grow crops more on
the edge in spring, with fewer problems in the summer.
Benefits
The hybrid lighting system chosen for Sandylands Nurseries
makes it possible to control growth perfectly throughout the
year, especially when the days are short. “One of the
advantages with the Philips interlighting is that we can hang the
lights within the canopy, and we can also target that part of the
canopy,” explains Roly Holt, “so what we’re finding is that we
can leave leaf on the plant longer because it’s still working, it’s
still photosynthesizing, so it’s still productive.” The winter crops
grown under the new lighting system, Elegance and Piccolo,
have a consistent size and shape, a nice even color, and are
really tasteful – exactly what customers want. According to
Roly Holt, this is partly down to the lighting system. “It gives us
this ability to produce even fruit size and consistent quality all
year round. So far we have achieved really good results in
winter, and we expect to see it throughout the season, when
both LEDs and diffuse glass will help it further. We saw in the
new greenhouse 25% extra weekly production, with a first
short planting in February grown until September using the
LEDs for several hours, compared to normal December
planting in a non-lit greenhouse. This encouraged us to grow
new crop at a high density for the crops we are growing now,
and we see now in winter that we can maintain the desired
fruit size and quality.” Bolstered by the success of the winter
crop with this hybrid lighting solution, R & L Holt are already
looking to the future: “We think the next step is to look at
LED toplighting. We are already doing a trial in our other
glasshouse. We think this might be the future... LED toplighting
and LED interlighting. This could give us a really sustainable
and consistent product.”

You’ve got to keep up to
date and embrace new
technology if you think it’s
the right thing for your
business.”
Laura Holt, Co-founder of R & L Holt
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